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The impact of Helitrons
3HAILESH ,ALS RESEARCH GROUP IS INVESTIGATING
the impact of transposable elements on the
evolution and expression of the eukaryotic
genome: the genetic information in
multicellular, and even some single-cell,
organisms. Transposable elements, sometimes
known as jumping genes, are the most
abundant entity of many eukaryotic genomes.
For example, almost half of the human genome consists of
transposable elements that have been linked to many diseases,
such as muscular dystrophy and cancer. These elements also
confer antibiotic resistance in a broad spectrum of bacteria that
cause disease. Despite their wide abundance, until recently
virtually all known transposable elements were grouped into
two classes based on their mechanistic mode of transposition
(the movement of DNA sequences to different positions in the
genome). Class I elements transpose via RNA intermediates,
whereas elements of Class II transpose via DNA intermediates.
,ALS GROUP IS FOCUSING SPECIlCALLY ON THE (ELITRON SUPERFAMILY OF
novel transposable elements, which he first discovered in the
maize genome. Helitrons differ fundamentally from other
known families of transposable elements in both structure and
the mechanism of transposition. Despite their wide abundance,
these enigmatic elements remain undetected because, unlike
generic transposable elements, Helitrons do not contain
conserved sequences easily detected by computer-based
database searches.
A potentially significant role for Helitrons is in the synthesis of
new genes. The gene pieces captured by Helitrons are often
transcribed into eclectic transcripts conjoining coding regions of
several different genes. These elements are poorly understood
despite their massive abundance, their structural diversity and
the important role they apparently play in the evolution of
eukaryotic genome. Although evidence for recent Helitron
movement has been reported in maize, autonomous Helitron
activity has not been reported. Helitrons are postulated to
transpose via a so-called Rolling Circle (RC) mechanism involving
strand replacement catalyzed by helicase and replicase enzymes
encoded by an autonomous element. However, no experimental
evidence in support of this hypothesis has been reported.
Several models for gene piece capture have been proposed
based on the structural features of Helitrons and the comparison
of captured gene fragments of related elements. Again, no

supporting evidence is extant for any of the models proposed.
A better understanding of these elements requires concrete
evidence of their transposition in the present day genome,
establishment of a system to assay their transposition and an
analysis of additional indigenous Helitrons in other species.
,AL IS USING MAIZE AS A MODEL SYSTEM TO STUDY THE MECHANISM BY
which these elements transpose and capture gene sequences.
A better understanding of Helitron mediated movement and
integration of large and diverse segments of DNA may aid in
designing novel strategies for transformation and transgenic
expression for animal and crop improvement.
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